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8 Eco-Friendly Tips for Your Business 
(that will also save you money!)

Investing in clean energy and making small eco-friendly changes can not only make a positive impact on 
the environment, but help your business save money. Making your business more sustainable can have 
added extra benefits too - such as improving brand perceptions and helping to gain like-minded 
clientele. The Houzz team has pulled together 8 easy and wallet-friendly adjustments you can do to help 
make your business green.

1. Reduce Paper Waste
One easy trick to ‘going green’ is as simple as converting to a paperless business. Houzz Pro is a great tool to
use to streamline invoicing, keep in contact with clients and store contact info – so feel free to throw those
business cards in the (recycling) bin! Cloud networks also reduce the amount of paper waste for a business
while keeping all your projects safe and in one place. Not only is it easier to find your projects, but this will
reduce the money spent on paper, printer ink and a shredder.

2. Reusable Products
The benefits of recycling and repurposing materials and products have now become mainstream knowledge
and they are another easy way for businesses to save money. Many shoppers carry ‘bags for life’ when doing
daily shopping and carry a reusable coffee cup, with businesses now offering incentives to do so as well.
Making small savings like this add up quite quickly. Reusable items also prevent additional waste being left in
landfills. Incorporate this into your office by investing in glass cups and ceramic plates instead of disposables in
your kitchen area.

3. Tax Credits
Many cities offer tax credits to businesses when they make efforts to ‘go green’. Tax credits can be taken for
energy efficiency, reduced emissions, solar energy, and a few other green efforts. Check with your local
authority for ways you can reduce your taxes, or get involved in other money-saving initiatives for your business.

4. Lower Utility Costs
Utility costs for large businesses can add up into the thousands of pounds annually. Cut your utility costs by
changing light fixtures to energy-efficient rated fixtures with LED light bulbs. LED bulbs last around 20 years,
use less energy, and provide a purer source of light. It is also worth checking the thermostat settings – do you
need to keep the heating on all weekend? Can you schedule it to turn off on Friday evenings?
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Buildings without proper insulation can lose heat in the winter and cool air in the summer, resulting in wasted 
resources and sky-high utility bills. But with proper care, heating/cooling systems can become more energy-
efficient regardless of the season. Need some tips on insulation and property maintenance? Check the Houzz 
discussions for tips from other home professionals.

8. Use Eco-Smart Building Designs and Materials
Architects, builders and some trades, such as painters, offer specialist 'green' services and materials. 
Something as simple as an exterior paint with a thermal paint additive can cut 40 percent of the sun's heat, 
reducing your need to run expensive air conditioners. If you decide to do more in-depth renovations, consider 
sustainable products and designs where possible.

Want to make sure you stay up-to-date with more eco-friendly tips? Make sure you are registered for 
Houzz’s weekly newsletter in your Houzz profile settings.

5. Investor and Client Potential
Environmentally conscious investors and clients are more likely to put their money into a business that is
working on reducing its overhead costs and complying with green standards. The prospect of a larger
return in the long run will make these types of clients more likely to invest with your business in the future.
Ensure you pitch eco-friendly options to new and old clients alike.

6. Use Alternative Energy Sources for Power
Alternative sources of energy such as solar, wind, and water power can create electricity in a way that avoids
releasing toxic substances into the air. While there is a significant initial investment, solar panels can save you
tens of thousands of pounds over a five year period. For a shorter term solution, look at switching to a utility
supplier that uses only renewable resources such as Bulb and Octopus in the UK.

7. Administering Regular Maintenance
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